Identify the UCS, UCR, CS, and CR

Alexander is four years old. One night his parents decided to light a fire in the family room fireplace. A burning ember jumped out of the fireplace and landed on Alexander’s leg, creating a nasty burn. He cried because the burn hurt. A week later, when Alexander’s parents started to light another fire in the fireplace, Alexander began to cry.

- UCS –
- UCR –
- CS –
- CR –

Bianca’s mom followed the same routine before serving dinner – she would put ice in the glasses and then call “come and get it, dinner’s ready.” Immediately upon hearing those words, Bianca would quickly run down the stairs. After a while, Bianca would come running down the stairs when she heard the ice hitting the glasses.

- UCS –
- UCR –
- CS –
- CR –

Marco is driving to work during a heavy snowstorm when the brake lights on the car ahead of him come on. He hits his breaks but is unable to avoid hitting the car. He is badly shaken up in the accident. The next time he is driving in the snow he notices that he tenses up every time he sees brake lights come one ahead of him.

- UCS –
- UCR –
- CS –
- CR –
ANSWER KEY

Identify the US, UR, CS, and CR

- Alexander is four years old. One night his parents decided to light a fire in the family room fireplace. A burning ember jumped out of the fireplace and landed on Alexander's leg, creating a nasty burn. He cried because the burn hurt. A week later, when Alexander's parents started to light another fire in the fireplace, Alexander began to cry.

- **UCS** – The nasty burn
- **UCR** – Crying
- **CS** – The fire in the fireplace
- **CR** – Crying

Identify the US, UR, CS, and CR

- Bianca's mom followed the same routine before serving dinner – she would put ice in the glasses and then call “come and get it, dinner’s ready.” Immediately upon hearing those words, Bianca would quickly run down the stairs. After a while, Bianca would come running down the stairs when she heard the ice hitting the glasses.

- **UCS** – Mom calling “come and get it”
- **UCR** – Running down the stairs
- **CS** – Ice hitting the glasses
- **CR** – Running down the stairs
Alexander is four years old. One night his parents decided to light a fire in the family room fireplace. A burning ember jumped out of the fireplace and landed on Alexander's leg, creating a nasty burn. He cried because the burn hurt. A week later, when Alexander's parents started to light another fire in the fireplace, Alexander began to cry.

- **UCS** – The nasty burn
- **UCR** – Crying
- **CS** – The fire in the fireplace
- **CR** – Crying